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6

Abstract7

This thesis focuses on the development of a rule-based scheduler, based on production rules8

derived from an artificial neural network performing job shop scheduling. This study9

constructs a hybrid intelligent model utilizing genetic algorithms for optimization and neural10

networks as learning tools. Genetic algorithms are used for obtaining optimal schedules and11

the neural network is trained on these schedules. Knowledge is extracted from the trained12

network. The performance of this extracted rule set is analyzed in scheduling a test set of 3x313

scheduling instances. The capability of the rule-based scheduler in providing near optimal14

solutions is also discussed in this thesis.15

16

Index terms— focuses, Genetic algorithms17
cheduling requires the arrangement of activities under constraints to meet a specific objective. A complex18

decision making activity it is, because of different conflicting goals, precise or limited resources and the difficulty19
in accurately modeling real world scenarios.20

In today’s highly competitive manufacturing environment, there is a distinct need for an integrated global21
approach towards production planning and control. The planning functions include demand forecasting, capacity22
and materials planning, process planning and operation scheduling. Scheduling theory is concerned with the23
mathematical formulation and study of various scheduling models and development of associated solution24
methodologies. The deterministic job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) consists of a finite set of jobs to be25
processed on a finite set of machines. The basic entity in the scheduling process is an operation, which refers to26
the processing of a particular job step on a specified machine. Various performance measures are used to evaluate27
the optimality of schedules ranging from minimization of makespan, tardiness and process cost to maximization28
of throughput and optimum resource utilization. JSSP is a constrained optimization problem (COP), where29
the precedence constraints on the problem are given by a predetermined order of operations for each job; and30
capacity or disjunctive constraints require that each operation be processed by only one machine at any given31
time. A schedule is the feasible resolution of the precedence and capacity constraints in the COP ??1].32
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and Technology (BUET), Dhaka, Bangladesh34

The current research uses Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) as the machine learning tool of choice to study35
the scheduling process. ANNs are being recognized as a powerful and general technique for machine learning36
because of their non-linear modeling abilities. Further, their distributed architecture is more robust in handling37
the noise-ridden data. The hypothesis or model learned by the neural network is not explicitly stated, but is38
implicitly enumerated in the network architecture. However, ANNs can be made to yield comprehensible models39
by using rule extraction procedures. This thesis has three major objectives:40

? To train an ANN on the schedules generated by a GA, to predict the priority of an operation in a schedule41
based on the job attributes. ? To capture the embedded knowledge by extracting symbolic rules and decision trees42
by using appropriate ANN rule extraction algorithms. ? A comparative evaluation of the predictive accuracy of43
the extracted rule set, the trained ANN, GA scheduler and other machine learning algorithms.44
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1 INTRODUCTION II. APPROACH

The deterministic job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) is one of the classical problems in scheduling literature.45
JSSP consists of a finite set of n jobs to be processed on a finite set of m machines and is denoted as an n x46
m problem. The routing of a job is a predetermined sequence of operations. Each operation is processed on a47
specified machine and has a predetermined processing time. The job routings and the associated processing times48
are given by a definite process plan. JSSP is a constrained optimization problem (COP) where the precedence49
constraints on the problem are given by the job routings. Capacity or disjunctive constraints require that each50
operation be processed by only one machine at any given time. Other assumptions include the following:51

? Machine repetitions by a job are not allowed. ? Machine absences are not allowed (i.e., each job is processed52
on every machine). ? Uninterrupted processing of operations without preemption. ? No machine breakdowns53
throughout the scheduling process.54
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? Transportation time between machines is zero.56
? The job shop is static and deterministic in nature i.e., there is no randomness involved in determining all57

the necessary parameters for defining the job shop problem. In the above figure, the conjunctive constraints are58
given by complete arrows and the dashed arrows indicate the disjunctive constraints. Two fictitious nodes, source59
and sink nodes are added to the graph to represent the starting and ending operations. Panwalker and Iskander60
[3] provide a comprehensive survey of scheduling heuristics. The main drawback in using these elementary61
rules is that different rules perform best in different scenarios and no single rule dominates the rest across all62
scenarios. To improve performance, probabilistic combinations of the elementary priority rules are often employed63
for determining priority. Blackstone et al. [4] provide a detailed comparison of several elementary dispatching64
rules and their combinations. Lawrence [5] compares the performance of ten individual priority dispatch rules65
with a randomized combination of these rules. Superior results were delivered by the combination method, but66
it required substantially more computing time. Kaschelet al. [6] provide empirical results of the performance67
of priority rules in scheduling several benchmark instances. The authors compare single priority rules, simple68
combinations of them and combinations of priority rules by the Analytic Hierarchy Process method. AHP is a69
statistical decision making tool capable of generating weighted combinations of priority rules and provided the70
best results in this study.Most symbolic Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches cast the JSSP as a constraint71
satisfaction problem. A CSP specifies a set of decisions to be made and a set of constraints to determine the72
validity of such decisions. The general procedure to solve a CSP is to reduce the search space by utilizing a73
constructive search strategy. Such a strategy incrementally builds a solution by assigning values to variables74
and checking for constraint violations. If any violations are found, a backtracking strategy is employed to undo75
previous variable assignments. The procedure is repeated with a fresh set of variable assignments. The Intelligent76
Scheduling and Information System constructed by Fox [7] is a good example of the AI scheduling system. There77
are many variations of the generic constraint satisfaction procedure. Fox and Sadeh [8] provide a comparative78
summary of a variety of constraint satisfaction approaches applied to a set of benchmark scheduling instances.79

Neural network scheduling systems offer an alternate AI-based scheduling paradigm. Cheung [9] provides a80
comprehensive survey of the main neural network architectures used in scheduling. These are: searching network81
(Hopfield net), probabilistic network (Boltzmann machine), error-correcting network (multilayer perceptron),82
competing network and selforganizing network. Jain and Meeran [10] also provide an investigation and review of83
the application of neural networks in JSSP.84

The knowledge base for the learning task was provided by the genetic algorithm’s solution to the job shop85
problem. For this purpose, a well-known 3x3 problem instance, ft03 devised by has been chosen as the benchmark86
problem. This test instance has three jobs, each with three operations to be scheduled on three machines and87
has a known optimum makespan of 11 units. The data for the instance is shown in Table 1 using the following88
structure: machine, processing time. The schedules obtained by the GA contain valuable information relevant to89
the scheduling process. The learning task was to predict the position of an operation in the sequence, based on90
its features or attributes. Based on a study of operation attributes commonly used in priority dispatch rules, the91
following attributes have been identified as input features: operation, process time, remaining time and machine92
load. These input features have been clustered into different classes using the concept hierarchy for 6 x 6 job93
shop problems developed by Koonce and Tsai [11].94

Operation: Each job has three operations that must be processed in a given sequence. The Operation feature95
identifies the sequence number of the operation ranging between 1 and 3. This feature has been clustered into III.96
methodology the operation. The RemainingTimefeature denotes the sum of processing times for the remaining97
operations of that job and provides a measure of the work remaining to be done for completion of the job. For98
the benchmark ft03 instance, the processing times ranged from 1 to 4 units, while the remaining times ranged99
from 0 to 18 units. Based on the data, three classes (clusters) for these features were identified as follows. The100
ranges were split into three equal intervals. The first interval was classified as Short, second as Medium, and last101
interval was labeled as Long. The machine processing times range between 1 and 12 units, with an average of102
6.5 units. All the machines having processing times less than 7 units were classified as Light, while those having103
processing times greater than 7 units were labeled as Heavy. Priority: The target concept to be learned was the104
priority or position in the sequence. Since an operation can be positioned in any one of the 9 locations available105
in the sequence, it may be difficult to discover an exact relationship between the input features and the position.106
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However, if the problem was modified to predict a range of locations for the operation, the learning task becomes107
easier. The target feature priority, thus determines the range of positions in the sequence where the operation108
can be inserted. The possible range of positions have been split into 4 classes and assigned class labels as shown109
in Table 4. There are three aspects related to development of a neural network model. The first is the choice of110
the training, cross-validation (CV) and testing data sets and their sizes, the second is the selection of suitable111
architecture, training algorithm and learning constants, and the third is the determination of the termination112
criteria. Unfortunately, there are no definitive heuristics or formulae to determine these parameters. Considerable113
experimentation was necessary to achieve a good network model of the data. The software NeuroShell Predictor114
developed by Ward System Group, Incorporated was used for development and testing of the neural network115
model.116

Training, Cross-validation and Test Datasets: The 144 optimal schedules obtained by the GA represent a total117
number of 108 operations (12 schedules x 9 operations/schedule). Assignment of input features and target classes118
was done for each operation according to the classification scheme described in the previous subsection. Sample119
data for the classification task is shown in Table5. The entire data set included 24 distinct input patterns with120
different target feature values (priority), constituting a total of 1,296 patterns (exemplars). This classification121
data set was split into training, cross validation and testing data sets with 70%, 15% and 15% memberships.122

The neural network can be considered an implicit model of the training data. The goal of the rule extraction123
algorithms is to translate this implicit model into explicit symbolic form. In this work, the extracted knowledge124
is captured in two symbolic representations: decision trees and propositional rules. The possible rule space for125
these procedures is derived in the following way. The number of classes in the input features of the classification126
problem(Operation, ProcessingTime, RemainingTime and the MachineLoad features) are three, three, three and127
two respectively. Hence, the number of possible rule antecedent combinations (patterns) in the rule space is 3 x128
3 x 3 x 2 = 54.129

In this rule set, referred to as NN-Rule set, the keyword -Any? denotes all possible values of an attribute. The130
first rule in NN-Rule set implies that the A candidate rule is verified based on the convergence of the forward131
and backward passes. A run constitutes one forward and one backward pass. The procedure terminates when132
the difference between validity intervals between two consecutive runs becomes less than a predefined tolerance133
(a small threshold). Generally, the number of runs required for convergence can be considered a function of the134
specified validity intervals and the parameters of the neural network (weights and biases). A contradiction in the135
above procedure implies that the candidate rule incorrectly describes the behavior of the neural network. Such a136
rule is expunged from the candidate rule set and the procedure is repeated with the other candidate rules. This137
process continues until the candidate rule set is exhausted. A tolerance of 0.01 was chosen for termination. All138
the 36 rules in the NN-Rule set were verified by this procedure. Among the 1296 data, 1000 data were used to139
train the network and the rest were used to test the network. A total of 80 hidden neurons were trained with140
a optimal of 16 hidden neurons. The network performance was at an optimum rate of 0.8102. The lack of the141
training can be attributed to the amount of data used in the training procedure. Had more data were used, the142
best network performance could have been better. ? Accuracy and Fidelity: The rule set accurately mimicked143
the behavior of the trained neural network in classifying all the patterns in the rule space. Hence, the fidelity of144
the extraction process was maximum.145

To schedule the 3 x 3 benchmark instance (ft03), a priority index was assigned to each of the 36 operations.146
This was accomplished by matching the features of the operation with the antecedent of the induced rules in147
the NN-Rule set. The consequent of the matched rule represented the priority index of that operation. This148
algorithm chooses from among the available operations based on the priority index. Also, the operations were149
locally left-shifted to improve the makespan of the generated schedule. The Gantt chart was used as a tool150
for visualizing the developed schedules. A similar procedure was utilized for scheduling the problem with the151
ID3-Rule set and the Shortest Processing Time (SPT) heuristic.152

After the completion of the training phase the rest of the data were used to test the neural network to find the153
optimum level of usage it can offer. With the rest 296 data the network was run to test the difference between the154
actual and predicted value. An average error of .03182 was originated which yielded the network to be efficient155
enough to be used comprehensibly. The data obtained from a manufacturing facility in Bangladesh is also decided156
to be tested in this network with a view to finding the average error the network shows and the stability of the157
network. This paper presents a novel knowledge-based approach for the job shop scheduling problem by utilizing158
the various constituents of the soft computing paradigm. The ability of a genetic algorithm (GA) to provide159
multiple optimal solutions was exploited to generate a knowledge base of good solutions. A neural network was160
successfully trained on this knowledge base. Then, rule extraction algorithms were employed to induce decision161
tree and propositional rule representations describing the behavior of the trained neural network. The rule162
extraction task was successful in generating a rule set which completely and accurately mimicked the behavior163
of the trained neural network. The scheduler developed from this rule set can be utilized to schedule any 3 x 3164
job shop scenario. Also, the developed system provides knowledge in the form of comprehensible rules which can165
effectively aid a human in the scheduling task.166

A test problem set consisting of 10 randomly generated 3 x 3 scenarios was used to evaluate the performance167
of the developed rule-based scheduler. The makespans produced by the GA were considered to be the known168
optimal solutions for these scenarios. The rule-based scheduler had a deviation of 4.6 time units (8.4 %) from the169
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2 USE OF MULTIPLE DATA SETS

optimum (i.e., average makespan of the GA) on the test problem set. Also, the rule-based scheduler performed170
better than the Shortest Processing Time (SPT) heuristic in all ten cases. Though the rule-based scheduler could171
not match the performance of the genetic algorithm, it is computationally less intensive than the GA and offers172
a more comprehensible scheduling approach. It also provides an attractive alternative to simple heuristics like173
SPT for scheduling 6 x 6 job shop problems.174

A comparative evaluation of the rule-based scheduler with other schedulers developed from different machine175
learning methodologies was also undertaken. Two schedulers developed by other researchers using the Attribute-176
Oriented Induction (AOI) data mining methodology and another scheduler based on the ID3 decision tree177
induction algorithm were used for comparison. Among these schedulers, the rulebased scheduler developed178
in the current work had the closest average makespan to that of the genetic algorithm. However, statistical179
analysis revealed no significant differences in the performance of these schedulers on the test problem set.180

The similar performance of the current approach compared to the AOI data mining methodology proves the181
feasibility of neural network based data mining. Unlike the rule set derived in this work, those induced from AOI182
and ID3 methods were insufficient to describe any randomly generated 3 x 3 scenario. Also, the decision tree183
induction algorithm utilized for knowledge extraction from the neural network is similar to the ID3 algorithm.184
The deviation in their performance of the rule-based scheduler and the ID3based scheduler is mainly attributable185
to the robustness of the neural networks in handling noisy data sets.186

In summary, this research was able to successfully develop a rule-based scheduler, which provides a close187
approximation to the performance of a GA scheduler for the 3 x 3 job shop scheduling problems.188

This research focused primarily on deriving production rules from a neural network performing job shop189
scheduling. There is a definite scope for improvement in the current research along the following directions.190

2 Use of multiple data sets191

The knowledge base for training the neural network in the current approach was derived from solutions to192
a single benchmark 3 x 3 problem. This knowledge base can be augmented with near-optimal solutions to193
randomly generated 3 x 3 scenarios provided by a GA. This can lead to an improvement in the generalization194
capabilities of the trained neural network. 1

Figure 1: Figure1:
195

1MayApproach to Job-Shop Scheduling Problem Using Rule Extraction Neural Network Model ©2011 Global
Journals Inc. (US)
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Figure 2:

Figure 3: First

1

Job Operation 1 2 3
1 1,1 2,4 3,8
2 2,7 3,4 1,11
3 1,12 2,5 3,2

Figure 4: Table 1

Figure 5:
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2

Attributes Short MiddleLong
ProccessTime [1,

4]
[5,
8]

[9,
12]

RemainingTime [0,
6]

[7,
12]

[13,18]

Machine Load: The Machine Load feature determines
the machine loading and was clustered into two
classes: Light and Heavy. This feature represents the
capacity or utilization of machines in units of time and
Table3 shows the classification of machine loading for
the ft03 instance.

Figure 6: Table 2

3

Attributes Light Heavy
Time Less than 7 Greater than 7

Figure 7: Table 3

4

Range of Position Priority
0 -1 One
1 -3 Two
4 -6 Three
7 -9 Four

Figure 8: Table 4

5

Pattern_I Operati Proces Remaini Machin Priorit
D on s Time ng Time e Load y
1 First Short Short Low 1
2 Mid Mid Mid Low 2
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
1,295 Last Mid Mid High 3
1,296 Last Long Long High 4

Figure 9: Table 5
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Number of features in the Number of rules (Total
rule antecedent 36)
1 None
2 2
3 11
4 23

Figure 10: Table 6
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